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Addition and renovation projects are often challenging to project teams, and when they must 

happen in operational health care facilities, it requires a team with a heightened sense of urgency 

and attention to keep the project on track and avoid disruption to existing operations.   

Understanding their need to expand their services to more patients with critical vision health 

issues, the Rocky Mountain Lions Eye Institute (RMLEI) embarked on an addition and 

renovation project to support their goal to save people’s sight.    

Located on the Anschutz Medical Campus in Aurora, Colorado, the original RMLEI was built in 

2001. The addition and renovation project includes a new three-story steel structure addition of 

approximately 85,000 square feet to the south side of the existing facility. This addition includes 

new operating rooms, eye lane exam rooms, offices, waiting areas, and retail optical shop, shell 

space. An additional 10,000 square feet of renovation enhanced its overall operational goal and 

provided upgraded patient amenities, bringing the entire facility to 135,000 square feet. This 

addition and renovation gave RMLEI the capability of performing surgery in their own building 

versus formerly having to perform them in an adjacent building. The facility also enhances 

University of Colorado Health’s possibilities in ground-breaking research and attracting top 

talent to help them fight diseases that cause blindness.  

 

Budget constraint challenges overcome with a team approach 

The project was challenged with an extremely tight budget from the onset. Early on, the project 

ranged from $1-2M over budget as scope and schedule needs evolved. Facing this challenge, the 

entire project team took a step back, analyzed the needs and expectations of the owner, and 

began a collaborative process to get the project back on track. The fact that the project was in full 

swing during one of the hottest upticks in the local market’s construction activity added to trade 

coordination challenges. Also contributing to the budget issues were some of the scope changes 

added by the Campus Design Review Board.   

Getting the approval of the design review board to ensure the architectural integrity of the 

building within the Fitzsimons campus was a huge accomplishment for the team.  One of the 



specific challenges involving the design review board involved the maintenance of fire and life 

safety access of stair #1.  The team was challenged with modifying the rating of the exterior 

walls while maintaining the architectural standards required to adhere to the original look of the 

stone. Mortenson was able to deliver the required code elements for fire and life safety while 

maintaining the aesthetic requirements.    

Phased additions and renovations demanded clear communication 

Because the project involved extensive phasing, constant and effective communication amongst 

the owner and its user groups, the design team of Davis Partnership, BCER, Martin/Martin and 

SA Miro, Mortenson and especially its trade partners, was a crucial component to the project’s 

success. It was essential to keep trade flow productive and efficient to ensure swing and new 

spaces were ready to accommodate the moves of the facility’s staff that had to occur to allow the 

renovation to begin. Lyle Kronholm, Mortenson’s Senior Superintendent on the project, kept 

those efforts on track because the entire team worked in harmony with a dedicated focus on 

project success.   

The team had a specific, written disruption avoidance plan that identified all the components of 

the work that might have an impact on any part of the day-to-day functionality of the facility and 

coordinated that work so it was executed in a manner that was least disruptive and safest for 

patients, visitors, doctors and staff.  

The buy-in from the entire team on the detailed phasing and close out plans were essential to the 

project’s success. This was made particularly successful because the owner promised to, and 

delivered on, their moving date commitments.  The project team brought it all together with both 

a pledge to stick to the plan with a focus on its goals, along with the flexibility to make sensible 

adjustments when required.   

Proven success demonstrated by early delivery and a stellar safety record 

In the end, the results showed as the project received temporary certificate of occupancy four 

days early, allowing the owner some additional flexibility to accommodate delivery and 

installation of medical equipment.  This also helped the contracting team manage the punchlist 

process in a more effective way, closing out any issues quickly.  This effort translated into a 

seamless transition to occupancy and a project that ended up under budget and delivered on time.  



In most projects where the team has a well thought out plan and buy in from the entire team, the 

project often has a stellar safety record and RMLEI was no exception.  The project ended up with 

zero recordable injuries for Mortenson and only three total recordables including our trade 

partners.  

 












